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Unfortunately several misprints have appeared in the article A new short proof of the
local index formula and some of its applications. We give a list of corrections:

– Page 216: In the line between the equations (1) and (2) the reader should read
“C0(R, L2(M, E)) ⊂ D′(M × R, E)” instead of “C0(R, L2(M, E)) ⊂ D(M ×
R, E)”.

– Page 218: In Proposition 1 the 5th line should be removed.
– Page 219: Equation (10) in Theorem 2 should read

kt (x, x) ∼t→0+ t
−n
2

∑

l≥0

t lal(�)(x), al(�)(x) = q̌−2−2l (x, 0, 1).

Furthermore, in Proposition 2 the following changes need to be made:
i. In the first sentence: “For t > 0 we let ht (x, y) denote the distribution kernel of

Pe−t�” (not ”of P ”):
ii. Equation (12), and the text which follows should read:

ht (x, x) ∼t→0+ t [ m
2 ]− n

2
∑

l≥0

t lbl(x), bl(x) = ř2[ m
2 ]−2−2l (x, 0, 1),

where the equality on the right-hand side gives a formula for computing the den-
sities bl(x)’s in local trivializing coordinates using the symbol q ∼ ∑

qm−2−j of
P(� + ∂t )

−1 (or of PQ where Q is any Volterra parametrix for � + ∂t ).
– Page 234: The correct reference for Richard Melrose’s book is:
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